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Information Retrieval Forums
• ACM Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval (SIGIR)
https://sigir.org/
• SIGIR Forum https://sigir.org/forum/
• Conferences: SIGIR, CIKM, WSDM, SAC, ECIR, JCDL, ICTIR, CHIIR, TREC
• Journals: TOIS, IPM, IR, JASIST

Terminology
• General: Informa*on Retrieval, Interac*ve Informa*on Retrieval,
Exploratory Search, Informa*on Need, Query, Retrieval Model,
Retrieval Engine, Search Engine, Relevance, Relevance Feedback,
Evalua*on, Informa*on Seeking, Human-Computer Interac*on,
Browsing, Interfaces, Filtering
• Related: Document Management, Knowledge Engineering
• Expert: term frequency, document frequency, inverse document
frequency, vector-space model, probabilis*c model, BM25, page rank,
stemming, precision, recall, F1

Informa(on Retrieval: Informal Deﬁni(on
Representa)on, storage, organisa)on and access to informa)on
(documents, informa)on items, informa)on objects)
_________________________________________________________________________
Find relevant (useful) informa)on
_________________________________________________________________________
• Goal of an IR system – RECALL
Retrieve all relevant documents

• Goal of an IR system – PRECISION
Retrieve the most relevant documents

• Goal of an IR system:

• Retriev as few non-relevant documents as possible
• Retrieve relevant documents before non-relevant documents

Some Topics in IR
•
•
•
•

Retrieval models (ranking func5on, learning to rank, machine learning)
Text processing (NLP techniques, language models)
Interac5vity and users
Eﬃciency, compression, MapReduce, Scalability

•
•
•
•
•
•

Distributed IR (data fusion, aggregated search, federated search)
Mul5media: image, video, sound, speech
Evalua5on (crowdsourcing, user studies)
Web retrieval and social media search
Cross-lingual IR, Structured Data (XML)
Digital libraries, Enterprise Search, Legal IR, Patent Search, Genomics IR

Information Retrieval vs Information Extraction
• Information Retrieval
• Given a set of terms and a set of document terms, select only the most
relevant document (precision), and preferably all the relevant ones (recall)

• Information Extraction
• Extract from the text what the document means

• IR can FIND documents but does not need to ”understand” them

Informa(on Retrieval vs Web Search
• Most people equate informa0on retrieval with web search
• Informa0on retrieval is concerned with the ﬁnding of relevant
informa0on

IR Beginnings (pre-1960)
There have always been libraries…
• Callimachus, a Greek poet in 3 BC, was the ﬁrst known person to build a
catalogue
• Advancement of Learning (1605) by F. Bacon: knowledge
divided into three top categories (Memory, Reason, ImaginaKon)
• Thomas Jeﬀerson creates 42 new headings to organise his book collecKon

Library catalogues
• Dewey Decimal System (1876) - literature divided into
categories with Arabic numerals (000, 100, 200, etc.); ﬁrst
ediBon had 2000 entries
• An internaBonal version of the system (the Universal
Decimal Classiﬁca4on) started in 1895 by the Belgian Paul
Otlet; currently used in 130 countries
• Card catalogue – introduced by the French 1791 when
conﬁscaBng library holdings of religious houses using the
blank backs of playing cards.

Punchcards and Mechanical Devices
The problem of directing a user to stored in formation, some of
which may be unknown to him, is the problem of ”information
retrieval”… In information retrieval, the addressee or receiver
rather the sender is the active party.
Calvin Mooers, 1950

Zator card company for document searching,
founded by Calvin Mooers, 1947

Indexing
Coordinated and Uniterm Indexing System (Mor5mer Taube 1951)

Keyword-in-context (KWIC) system
(Luhn 1960)

Luhn and Automa,c Indexing

Hans Peter Luhn demonstra0ng a
mock-up of an IBM card used in
his scanner (1952).

Luhn’s major contribu0ons:
• Automa0c indexing (using term
frequency to select terms, KWIC)
• Automa0c abstrac0ng
(summariza0on)
• Measuring similarity of documents
based on their indexing terms
• Selec0ve dissemina0on of
informa0on (ﬁltering)
• Coined the term “business
intelligence”

Luhn’s idea: automatic indexing based on statistical
analysis of text
“It is here proposed that the frequency of word occurrence in an article
furnishes a useful measurement of word significance. It is further
proposed that the relative position within a sentence of words having
given values of significance furnish a useful measurement for
determining the significance of sentences. The significance factor of a
sentence will therefore be based on a combination of these two
measurements. ” (Luhn 1958)
LUHN, H.P., 'A statistical approach to mechanised encoding and searching of library information', IBM Journal of
Research and Development,1, 309 - 317 (1957).
LUHN, H.P., 'The automatic creation of literature abstracts', IBM Journal of Research and Development, 2, 159 165 (1958).

Probabilis)c representa)on and similarity
computa)on (Luhn 1961)
An early idea about using unigram language
model to represent text
Other early ideas related to indexing:
• [Joyce & Needham 58]: Relevance-based ranking,
vector-space model, query expansion, connecEon
between machine translaEon and IR
• [Doyle 62]: AutomaEc discovery of term
relaEons/clusters, “semanEc road map” for both
search and browsing (and text mining!)
• [Maron 61]: automaEc text categorizaEon
• [Borko 62]: categories can be automaEcally
generated from text using factor analysis
• [Edmundson & Wyllys 61]: local-global relaEve
frequency (kind of TF-IDF)

SMART: System for Mechanical Analysis and
Retrieval of Text
1961 – 1965: SMART system developed by Gerard Salton and Michael Lesk
• First automatic retrieval system
• Term weighting + vector similarity
• Experimented with many ideas for indexing
• Performed statistical significance test
Gerard Salton
(Harvard, Cornell)

Major findings:
• weighted terms are more useful than binary terms
• Cosine similarity is better than the overlap similarity measure
• automatic indexing is as good as manual indexing
• indexing based on abstracts outperforms titles
• the use of synonyms helps retrieval

About the SMART system
Developed on IBM 7094
(2me-sharing system, 0.35 MIPS, 32KB memory)

Early development (1961 - 1965):
Michael Lesk
First UNIX implementa2on (v8, 1980):
Edward Fox
The widely used SMART toolkit (v 10/11, 1980 – 1990s):
Chris Buckley
SMART was the most popular IR toolkit (in C) widely used in 1990s by IR researchers and
some machine learning researchers.

The Cranﬁeld Evalua.on Methodology
• IR is an empirically deﬁned problem, thus experiments must be designed to
test whether one system is be:er than another
• However, early work on IR (e.g., Luhn’s) mostly proposed ideas without
rigorous tesCng
• Catalysts for experimental IR:

• Hot debate over diﬀerent languages for manual indexing
• AutomaCc indexing vs. manual indexing

• How can we experimentally test an indexing method?

Cleverdon’s Cranfield Tests
1957 - 1960: Cranﬁeld I
• Comparison of indexing methods
• Controversial results (lots of criHcisms)
1960 - 1966: Cranﬁeld II
• More rigorous evaluaHon methodology
• Introduced precision & recall
• Decomposed study of each component in an indexing method
• SHll lots of criHcisms, but laid the foundaHon for evaluaHon
that has a very long-term and broad impact
Cyril Cleverdon
Librarian, Cranfield Institute of Technology, UK

Cleverdon received the ACM SIGIR Salton Award in 1991
URL : hRp://www.sigir.org/awards/awards.html

Cranﬁeld II: Experimental Design
• Decomposed study of contribu2ons of diﬀerent
components of an indexing language
• Rigorous control of evalua2on
• Having complete judgments is more important than
having a large set of documents
• Document collec2on: 1400 documents (cited papers
by 200 authors, no original papers by these authors)
• Queries: 279 ques2ons provided by authors of
original papers
• Relevance judgments:
• Mul2ple levels: 1 – 5
• Ini2ally done by 6 students in 3 months; ﬁnal judgments
by the originators

• Measures: precision, recall, fallout, prec-recall curve
• Ranking method: coordina2on level (# matched
terms)

Measures: Precision, Recall, Fallout

Cleverdon, C. W., 1967, The Cranﬁeld tests on index language devices. Aslib Proceedings, 19, 173 - 192.

Cranfield II: Results

Major findings:
• Best performance obtained by the use of
Single Term index language
• With these Single Term index languages,
the formation of groups of terms or classes
beyond the stage of true synonyms or word
forms resulted in a drop of performance.
• The use of precision devices such as
partitioning and interfixing was not as
effective as the basic precision device of
coordination
Cri.cism:
• The test did not reﬂect an ordinary opera@ng system
situa@on (inappropriate to a laboratory test)
• Unrealis@c assessment procedure – queries not
appropriate for the test ar@cles
• Lack of sta@s@cal tests

Cranﬁeld Test Methodology
• Specify a retrieval task
• Create a collec2on of sample documents
• Create a set of topics/queries appropriate for the retrieval task
• Create a set of relevance judgments (i.e., judgments about which
document is relevant to which query)
• Deﬁne a set of measures
• Apply a method to (or run a system on) the collec2on to obtain
performance ﬁgures

MEDLARS: Medical Literature Analysis and
Retrieval System
• Launched by the Na-onal Library of Medicine in 1964 with
Index Medicus
• The ﬁrst large-scale computer based search service available
to the general public
• By April 1965, there were 265,000 cita-ons in the database.
• Manual indexing created unit records for each cita-on, which
were put into paper tape for input to the computer
• Users completed a search request form, which was converted
by a trained medical librarian into the search format
• The request was passed against the en-re ﬁle of cita-ons,
which took about 40 mins.

Into the 70’s….
• Request Expansion using Relevance Feedback – the Rocchio algorithm
• Clustering experiments with the SMART system
• Inverted Document Frequency (IDF) – Sparck-Jones (1972)
”… all terms should be allowed to match but the value of matches on frequent
terms should be lower than that for non-frequent terms” (Sparck-Jones, 2004)

• Development of online retrospective search – June 1970, MEDLARS
initiates an experimental service for online access to their database

Into the 70’s: IR research enters a theory bulding phase
• Inves&ga&ng sta&s&cal proper&es of term frequencies (Bookstein &
Swanson 1974, Salton et al. 1974, 1975)
• Inves&ga&ng term frequency proper&es based on relevancy
(Robertson & Sparck-Jones 1976)
• The probabilis&c theory of relevance weigh&ng:
• Document ordering hypothesis: For op&mum performance, the systems
should order the documents and allow the searcher to search down the
ordered list as far as s/he wants to go.
• Probability ranking hypothesis: For op&mum performance, the system should
rank the documents according to their probability of being judged relevant or
useful to the user’s problem or informa&on need. (Robertson 1977)

Into the 70’s: the IR community expands
• The ﬁrst annual ACM SIGIR (Special Interest Group for Informa;on
Retrieval) conference was held in May of 1978 in Rochester, N.Y. with 14
papers. The second SIGIR took place in Dallas, Texas, again with 14
papers and one panel. In 1980 the conference moved to Cambridge,
U.K. and had expanded to 23 papers.
• Early prototypes IR systems develop:
• SIRE (1976) – combined Boolean retrieval and SMART
• THOMAS (1977) – built to explore MEDLARS data and based on having a
dialogue with a user
• CITE (1979) – based on MEDLARS, the system started with a user’s natural
language query and provided ranked output, relevance feedback and other
query expansion methods.

Early 80’s: research with users
ASK (Anomalous States of
Knowledge, Belkin 1980) -user is trying to ﬁll in a gap in
their knowledge, but this gap
might be diﬃcult to specify
due to its complexity and the
ease of expressing that need
to a retrieval system.
InformaIon need has to be
deﬁned in terms of users
rather than the system.

Early 80’s: online services
• In-house systems, e.g. MASQUERADE (Brzozowski, 1983) for technical
reports; CUPID (Cambridge University Probabilistic Independence
Datamodel) (Porter, 1982) – could index and search 10,000 documents.
• Online catalogues: OCLC (Online Computer Library Centre) and RLIN
(Research Libraries Information Network) – unions of catalogues of many
libraries
• Science abstracting/indexing services: BIOSIS (Biological Abstracts and
BioResearch Index) with over 4M references by 1984; SCISearch – database
from the Institute of Scientific Information that included references from
over 4000 journals
• Legal databases: LEXIS and WESTLAW – full text databases

Late 80’s
• Online card catalogues (OPAC) and experiments with the OPAC
opera:onal se;ng (the Okapi system), including varia:ons of IDF,
stemming and spelling correc:ons, eﬀects of relevance feedback
• Rethinking user interfaces: increased thinking
about the “end-users” as opposed to the search
intermediaries and new models for end user
searching were being proposed, e.g.
Berrypicking (Bates, 1989)

The 1990’s and arrival of the search engine
• In 1990 Archie was released by Peter Deutsch, Alan Emtage, and Bill Heelan at
McGill University. Archie was a “search engine” that allowed users to log into a
speciﬁc site (an Archie server) and using command lines, search for data that had
been previously collected for that server.
• In early 1991 Tim Berners-Lee designed the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP),
the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) and the ﬁrst Web browser for the NeXt
environment.
• In July 1992 the WWW client soSware was made publicly available by CERN
• In January 1993 Marc Andreessen from the NaWonal Center for SupercompuWng
ApplicaWons (NCSA) at the University of Illinois in Urbana/Champlain released the
Mosaic web browser, based on the Berners-Lee proposal, but built for the UNIX
operaWng systems.

The 1990’s and the arrival of the search engine
Incredible growth of the web and rapid emergence of search engines:
• 1993 – Mosaic released in January; 130 websites in June grew to 623 by
December.
• 1994 – Yahoo! started in April; ﬁrst WWW meeGng held in May; Lycos went
public in July; 10,222 websites by December.
• 1995 – Infoseek started in February; Excite started in October; AltaVista
launched by DEC in December with 300,000 hits on its ﬁrst day.
• 1996 – In January there were 100,000 websites, doubling by June with over
half being “.com” sites.
• 1998 – Google Search started; Microso: started a search portal called MSN
Search, using search results from Inktomi. It did not have in-house searching
unGl 2005 and changed its name to Bing in 2009.

TRIPSTER and TREC
• Late 1990: DARPA launches
TRIPSTER to advance information
extraction
• Test collection based on the
Cranfield paradign created: 2 gig
of documents from multiple
domains, 50 queries, documents
selected for assessment by the
pooling method
• This test corpus was used in 1992
at the first TREC (Text REtrieval
Conference); more test
collections added over the years

And more research con-nues…

• Basic retrieval algorithms, e.g. the BM25 algorithm (Robertson & Walker
1994), neural nets (Kwok, 1995), Latent SemanCc Indexing (Caid et al. 1995)
• Extensive user studies: pariculary at Rutgers (Belkin group), Xerox (M.
Hearst), UMass (James Allan)
• Text categoriza7on and ﬁltering: Reuters and the Carnegie Group experiment
with an automaCc methods
• New retrieval models for ranking
• Research to improve web performance
• Evalua7on: Kalervo Järvelin and Jaana Kekäläinen of the University of
Tampere propose a new metric using graded relevance judgments and then
accumulaCng scores while moving down the ranked list. This discounted
cumulaCve gain metric and its successor, the normalized Discounted
CumulaCve Gain (nDCG), have been heavily used by both the web community
and the IR community.

